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A Conversation with Chilling Tales editor Michael Kelly

So, why Chilling Tales?

There's been a renaissance in Canadian horror fiction.

I sense a distinctly Canadian worldview, a disquieting solitude, perhaps, or a tangible loneliness, that permeates these stories and makes them truly chilling tales. This book is a rarity, though, in the horror genre, in that all the contributors are Canadian, whether citizens, permanent residents, or expatriates.

I may be wrong, but I know of only 2 other horror anthologies in which all the contributors were Canadian: Tesseracts Thirteen: Chilling Tales from the Great White North, edited by David Morrell & Nancy Kilpatrick, and EVOLVE: Vampire Stories of the New Undead, edited by Nancy Kilpatrick. Both those titles were published by EDGE Science Fiction and Fantasy Publishing, not coincidentally.

My impetus in doing this book was the redoubtable Don Hutchison. Don edited the late, lamented Northern Frights series which ran for five frightful volumes between 1992 and 1999. It was time to have another showcase for Canadian dark fiction. Chilling Tales is, then, a rarity. One of only a few horror anthologies devoted to truly Canadian horror writing.

There are some truly talented writers in the anthology, from best-sellers Robert Wiersema and Nancy Kilpatrick, to Canadian spec-fic veterans Gemma Files, David Nickle, Claude Lalumière and Tia Travis, to relative newcomers Richard Gavin, Simon Strantzas, and Ian Rogers. That’s a great line-up there, but we’ve also got Leah Bobet, Suzanne Church, Michael Colangelo, Brent Hayward, Sandra Kasturi, Christopher Miller, Jason S. Ridler, Barbara Roden, and Brett Alexander Savory.

Each contributor adds their unique and chilling Canadian voice to our dark landscape.

Bring on the brand new renaissance!
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